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WHAT IS IT?
Human beings are complex social beings who have to work together to survive and flourish. 
Matthew Taylor outlines a framework through which you can view the different modes of power 

that are present in institutions and society:

“The hierarchical perspective puts emphasis on leadership, strategy and expertise as the way to 
coordinate human activity. The solidarity view emphasises the glue of belonging and values. The 
individualistic view sees coordination as emerging largely spontaneously and its goal being to 
provide a platform of individual ambition and competitive endeavour. The fatalistic view sees 
effective coordination as either intractable or unlikely to deliver intended outcomes.

Each model of coordination has its strengths and, in a fractal which stretches from individual 
preferences to global problem solving, each is always potentially available whenever we try to 
solve complex social problems. Furthermore for the kind of complex problems which the modern 
world increasingly generates, the best solutions and ways of working will combine aspects of 
each method. The problem is that each model is in significant part a critique of the others.

We might call the organisational form which successfully combines the insights and methods of 
each approach ‘fully engaged’.

It is an approach which is systemic but not overly complex and technocratic. And, in stark 
contrast to most of what emerges from business schools and management consultancies, it is an 
approach to making organisations work which sees this as a job for everyone not just leaders.”

Taken from: www.thersa.org/discover/publications-and-articles/matthew-taylor-

blog/2016/01/towards-a-fully-engaged-organisation

REFLECT ON POWERS IN YOUR ORGANISATION - 45 minutes
Spend a few minutes on your own reflecting and journaling on the questions below, then discuss 

in a group:

� How do the three active forms of power express themselves?

� How could we better align these forms of power?

� What opportunities might exist to realign the powers to achieve a shift in 

organisational equilibrium?
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